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The new Ansuz PowerSwitches take an unprecedented approach to tackle the issue of noise sup-
pression. They are all equipped with Ansuz’s innovative grounding circuitry that cancels out a large 
amount of all these noise disturbances. 

To lower this disturbing noise level to an absolute minimum, Ansuz has endowed their PowerSwitch-
es with further innovative and remarkably effective noise suppressing technologies. Higher quan-
tities and the latest, even more advanced versions of the Ansuz Tesla Coils define the range of 
network switches starting from the Ansuz X-TC entry level up to our D-TC Supreme flagship model. 
Since network switches are extremely sensitive to the quality of their power supply, all Ansuz Pow-
erSwitches are equipped with their own internal power supply that boasts a particularly stable res-
onance mode. 

The noise cancelling technologies inside the Ansuz PowerSwitches work hand in glove with all the 
technological innovations used in all the other Ansuz products like the Mainz8 Power Distributor - a 
mains and ground distribution unit - or the PowerBoxes. Through the mains network and the power 

The Ansuz PowerSwitches are LAN/Ethernet switches which epitomize a pioneering approach to 
both noise cancellation and signal distribution in High End streaming networks.

The quality of musical streaming performance – either from a storage unit or from one of the stream-
ing services is not only contingent upon the quality of your individual network streamer integrated 
in your audio system but also on the upstream network technology.
Via the World Wide Web, the network streamer is exposed to all kinds of noisy electronics such as 
computers, routers, switches, etc. – where the noise floor does not matter in the same way as it does 
in audio streaming. And, since the Ethernet is a floating network, there is no ground connection to 
drain out the noise floor. So, the challenge is to get the audio data stream as clean and low noise as 
possible before it gets into the actual streamer.
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Ethernet switch with built-in low power supply 
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cords, the effects of these technologies are able to unfold both up- and down-stream, and form a 
mutually re-enforcing alliance when it comes to cleaning the audio data streaming from signal in-
duced fluctuations and lowering the noise floor throughout the whole audio/video system. Ansuz 
PowerSwitches also feature a built-in PowerBox with 10 low power outputs - located below the eight 
LAN-ports - designed for Ansuz actively shielded Internet cables. These outputs can also be used to 
shield other active Ansuz digital cables. For Ansuz analog cables, we recommend using one of the 
Ansuz PowerBoxes separately.

Ansuz Noise Suppressing Technologies
Since the launch of our first products in the audio market, Ansuz key endeavor has always been to ef-
fectively bring down the disturbing noise floor in any audio/video system without harming the spec-
trum of natural tones or manipulating the authentic uniqueness of the dynamics, energy or sound 
stage of the music. 
Ansuz, early on, came to realize that the traditional approaches in power conditioner design have so 
far failed. This sparked Ansuz’s determination to embark on an absolutely new technological path 
using different types of sophisticated coil technologies to suppress the noise by specific countermea-
sures. All these technologies are scalable. So, the more of the different types of coils are integrated in 
an audio system, the lower will be the remaining noise floor. This will distinctly enhance the blackness 
and dynamics in the audio performance and guarantee an excellent and more authentic listening 
experience.

All the Ansuz Tesla coils build on Ansuz noise suppressing coil technology. Here, a double invert-
ed coil is connected to the power conductors. So, when the dual coil encounters a voltage spike, a 
counter spike is developed in the counter wound section of the coil. Since noise spikes consist of pure 
voltage and carry virtually no charge, the resulting cancellation is extremely good, but still not a 100 
percent. However, by adding more noise suppressing coils in parallel, their noise suppressing perfor-
mance increases significantly and with that both the authenticity and the perceived blackness in the 
music will be even further enhanced.

In the range of the various Ansuz PowerSwitches, there is a number of different noise reduction tech-
nologies at work depending on the type and extent of the intended noise cancellation:

1  A-TC: Active Tesla Coil
Closely related to our original TC coils but now much more efficient in its most recent active version.

2  A-C-TC: Active Cable Tesla Coil
An active coil type that is acting directly on the mains wires.

3  A-Sq-TC: Active Square Tesla Coil
This active type of coils is embedded on both sides of the double-sided circuitry board. 

4  AD: Analog Dither
This Ansuz technology is responsible for the analog dither we use in a wide range of our products. 
The dither is adding a very low-level random noise pattern and modulating the noise floor. With this 
technology, it is possible to hear what is below the noise-floor. Thus, it provides more transparency 
and a deeper insight into the full content of the recording.

5  AARC: Anti-Arial & Resonance Coil
All cables and cable screens act like antennas. By fitting AARC in our cable structures, we reduce 
the cables’ ability to absorb airborne RF/EMI. The mechanism of the Ansuz AARC technology is to 
make sure that the cable has no definitive length. That way, the cable or internal wire cannot act as 
an antenna. Thus, no standing waves can be absorbed in the cable and infiltrate your audio system.
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Active 
Tesla Coils

Active 
Cable 

Tesla Coils

Active 
Square 

Tesla Coils
Dither 

Circuitry
Anti Arial 

Resonance 
Coil

1 2 3 4 5
PowerSwitch X-TC 12 1

PowerSwitch A2 2 90 2

PowerSwitch D2 2 90 2 2

PowerSwitch D·TC SUPREME 60 2 90 5 2
 

The table shows the amount of unique Ansuz technologies in each product
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Want to test or learn 
more about Ansuz 
streaming products, 
please send mail to: 
sales@ansuz-acoustics.com 
stating what’s of interest. 

And we will contact you
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